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Cheating Prevention 
Mechanisms

Automated and Live Proctoring, or

Proctoring using Conference Tools (Webex,

Google Meet, Zoom, etc.)

Live monitoring – detailed preview of the

candidates’ test progress and results

Browser lockdown – prevents cutting,

saving or printing anything from the screen

Test, question, and answer generator

Question and answer randomization
LEARN MORE

https://www.youtestme.com/security-mechanisms-and-proctoring/
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Automated Proctoring
By utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) technology, the system 

itself records and monitors test attempts using behavioral 

trackers. Once the exam is finished, the system generates a 

credibility report and stores the exam footage for the optional 

subsequent human validation and review.

Authentication of Candidates

Real-Time Monitoring

Video Archiving and Review

Key features:



AI PROCTORING 

Real-time Monitoring

Suspicious behavior is flagged using 

behavioral trackers 

Marks moments when there are multiple or 

unauthorized faces in front of the camera, 

background noise, changing focus to another 

window,

Automatic screen lock in case of a violation

Credibility report with the score and 

assessment of candidates' behavior



AI PROCTORING 
The proctoring system automatically 
tracks the following events:

The absence of a human face in front of a camera

Multiple or unauthorized faces in front of the camera

Opening of any additional page in the browser

Exiting the full-screen mode

Background noise or conversation

Changing the focus to a different window

Having an additional display

A muted microphone

Unrecognized typing patterns



Test recordings are stored on the cloud and available for additional human review.

Authentication of 
Candidates

Equipment check

Human face recognition

Additional ID verification

Record and Review

Test managers can verify credibility reports generated by the system.



LIVE PROCTORING
Live proctoring is a hybrid model that includes a formal 

human audit in addition to automated proctoring. 

This is the most secure solution that minimizes the chances 

of cheating to an absolute minimum, ideal for high-stake 

exams. 

YouTestMe certified proctors are trained to handle all the 

test monitoring in a lawful manner, which helps test owners 

feel more comfortable that the integrity of their test is 

protected.
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MEET OUR PROCTORS
Meet our highly trained and experienced proctors at YouTestMe, ready to assist you in 

ensuring a secure and fair testing environment.



Supervising the exam in real-time

Ruling out cheating behavior personally

Using an automated proctoring system 

as an additional security layer: 

behavioral trackers, video recording, 

and reports generating

Asking candidates to connect an 

additional mobile camera for the view 

of 360°

Live proctoring sessionsProctors are responsible for:

The recommended number of

candidates that a single proctor can

monitor is 16, and you can hire

YouTestMe GetCertified proctors for

English and French speakers.

LIVE PROCTORING



LIVE PROCTORING
Test-takers perspective

Complete the automated equipment check and 

allow camera and microphone usage

Let the system take your photo

Show your identification document (optional)

Allow the sharing of your screen when 

prompted

Starting the test



THE MAIN BENEFITS 
OF YOUTESTME PROCTORING SOLUTIONS

 

Students can take exams anytime and 

anyplace. This method is convenient 

both for students and test managers 

since it requires no previous scheduling 

and allows the option of taking practice 

tests to help optimize test-taking 

performance.

Convenience and comfort Affordability
 

The use of technology means a 

significantly lower cost (by 30-40 

percent) than human-based 

approaches, which allows our clients to 

lessen the financial burden on 

themselves and the test-takers.



Scalability Professional Review and Accountability

 

With this method, technology is used for 

self-service and the system architecture 

allows an unlimited number of tests to 

be taken simultaneously by an 

unlimited number of users.

 

 

 

The computer or proctor first monitors 

exam sessions, and other proctors or 

administrators can afterward review their 

recordings. Multiple reviews ensure the 

validity of the exam results.

 

 

THE MAIN BENEFITS 
OF YOUTESTME PROCTORING SOLUTIONS
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